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In this paper, we prove that the Grothendieck group mentioned in the 
title is a certain ring of integer-valued functions, which depends only on the 
ideal structure of the given valuation ring. We also show that the Jordan- 
Holder theorem holds for the modules considered. 
Let C be an additive category. The Grothendieck group of C, Gr(C), is -- 
the abelian group generated by the objects in C, subject to the relation 
A + C = B if there is an exact sequence: 
O-+A+B-+C+O. 
Some illustrative examples are found in Rotman [9]. 
Gr(&‘) can also be described as the solution of a certain universal problem. 
More explicitly, Gr(C) = (G, ) h u w 
is a correspondence such that if 0 
ere G is an abelian group and o : C + G 
-+ A + B --f C + 0 is an exact sequence 
in i: then a(B) = a(A) + u(c) in G, and for every other pair (G’, u’) with 
the above properties, there exists a unique group homomorphism v : G + G 
with q~ ’ u = u’. 
1. NOTATIONS AND CONVENTIONS 
Let R be a valuation ring with field of quotients K and let w be the valuation 
on K whose ring is R and whose value group is r. Let (K*, v*) be a maximal 
immediate extension of (K, V) (see [6, page 305 and Theorems l-31). Let us 
* The following forms part of the author’s doctoral dissertation, submitted to the 
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denote the corresponding valuation ring by R*. If K’ denote the non-zero 
elements of K, then we have (i) u(K’) = v*(K*‘) = c (ii) KC K*; 
(iii) R = K n R*; and (iv) for every x E K: we have V*(X) = V(X). 
Let Ha denote the additive category, whose objects are torsion-free left 
R-modules of finite rank and whose morphisms are R-linear maps. Similarly 
we define A& . 
Generally modules over R (respectively over R*) will be denoted by capital 
Latin letters (respectively by asterisked capital Latin letters). Sometimes we 
write M* for M @a R*, but this will be understood from the context and 
will cause no confusion. 
We also write Gr(R) (respectively Gr(R*)) instead of the more cumber- 
some Gr(&) (respectively Gr(Ma*)).- 
Given a set A in an R-module M, A’ will denote the set of non-zero 
elements of A. 
2. THE IDEAL CLASS MONOID I(R) 
An R-module A such that A C K is called a fractional ideal. Any rank 
one module is isomorphic to a fractional ideal. Hence the tensor product 
of two fractional ideals is again a fractional ideal (up to isomorphism). Two 
fractional ideals A and B are isomorphic if and only if there exists I E R’ 
such that A = rB; this follows easily from the fact K is R-injective. 
Let r be a totally ordered group. A non-empty subset U of r is called 
an upper class, whenever h > /1 and p E U implies X E U. We note that this 
definition differs from the usual one, in that U need not be bounded from 
below in our case, though this is true for every proper upper class. 
Let Upp(P) be the set of all upper classes of I’. There is a binary operation 
on Upp(r) induced by the addition on r, which is defined as follows: 
U+V=(u+v~uEU,vElq for U, Vg upp(r). 
It is easy to check that U + T/E Upp(r) and hence Upp(r) is a monoid. 
Every element X in I’ gives rise to an element (h) in Upp(r), where 
(X) = {p / p E r : TV 3 I\}. These are known as principal upper classes. Further 
(4+W=@+/1);h ence we can think of r as a subset of Upp(r). 
Given U, VE Upp(r), we define U - I’ whenever there exists a (X) such 
that U + (h) = I’. It is very easy to check that N is indeed an equivalence 
relation on Upp(r) which is compatible with addition. Let I(r) stand for 
Upp(r) modulo N, which is again a monoid. We still denote the addition in 
I(r) by + without danger of confusion. The elements of I(r) are called 
ideal classes of r. The image of U E Upp(r) in I(r) is denoted by 0. I(r) 
itself is called the ideal class monoid of I’. 
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EXAMPLE 1. If I’ is the group of integers with the usual order, then I(P) 
is a two element monoid, say (0, w}, with obvious rules for addition. 
EXAMPLE 2. If r is the set of all functions from a totally ordered set CJ 
into the set of integers Z, and if these functions are ordered lexicographically, 
then 
I(r) = 52 u (0) with the following addition 
a+b= I min{a, b}, if a, b EJ& 0, if a or b = 0. 
EXAMPLE 3. If I’ = Q, the rationals (or any dense subgroup of R) then 
I(r) = (0) u R/Q u {w} with obvious addition. Hence l(F) can contain an 
infinite number of elements. 
When r is the value group of a valuation ring we shall denote I(r) by I(R). 
Then l(R) = I(R*). 
We need some preliminary results. 
2.1. LEMMA. Let A, B be R-modules contained in K*. Then A OR B z 
AB C K*, where AB = {C:z: aibi 1 a, E A, 6, E B}. 
Proof. The map (,) : A x B -+ AB given by (a, b) = ab is R-bilinear 
and so defines a homomorphism A : A @ B -+ AB. h is clearly surjective. 
To prove it injective, assume C aibi = 0 and ~(a~) < v(q) say, then 
ai = a,r,(ri E R) and so ui(C ribi) = C adribi = C aibi = 0. Since B is 
torsion-free, C ribi = 0, hence C ai @ bi = C a,r, @ bi = a, @C ribi = 0. 
Let 4 be the set of isomorphism types of all fractional ideals of R. Denoting 
by [A], the isomorphism type containing the fractional ideal A, we define 
a multiplication on 4 as follows. 
L4Pl = WI = [A OR Bl 
This is well-defined (see lemma 2.1). Thus 4 is a monoid. 
Similarly we can define the monoid A* of the set of isomorphism types of 
all fractional ideals of R*. 
Now we can define the following maps. 
a) B : +JJ --f I(R) where ??([A]) = v(A) and a(A) = {V(X) 1 x E A’ : 
V(X) E r] E Upp r for any A belonging to [A]. 
b) V* : A* -+I(R*) = I(R) where e*([A*]) = u*(A*) and o*(A*) = 
{w*(x) j x E A*’ : W(X) E r} E Upp r for any A* belonging to [A*]. 
c) f : 4 + A* : f([A]) = [AR*] = [A OR R*] E A*. 
The above maps are independent of the choice of representatives used 
to define them, hence they are well-defined. 
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2.2. LEMMA. V, v* and f as defined above are monoid isomorphisms and 
g=v* *f* 
Proof. Let [A], [B] E 4. Now v([A]) = ??([B]) if and only if v(A) = v(B) 
for some (hence any) A E [A], BE [B], which happens precisely when 
v(A) = v(B) + (4 f or some h E r. This is the case exactly if there exists 
Y E R’ such that v(r) = h and A = rB, that is when A z B. Hence [A] = [B] 
and so v is one-one. 
Given 0 in I(R) with U E Upp(r), consider the set 
A = {x j x E K : v(x) E U} U(0). 
Then A is a fractional ideal of R and D([A]) = v(A) = a E I(R). Thus v is 
onto also. 
Further fl([A][B]) = ??([A @B]) = v([AB]) = v([A]) + v([B]). Hence @ 
is a monoid isomorphism. Similarly V* is also an isomorphism. 
Finally (v* -f)([A] = 8(f [A)]) = v*([A OR R*]) 
V*([AR*]) = v*(AR*) = v*(A) + v*(R*) = v(A) + (0) = v(A) = e[A] 
Thus @ = v* *f and in particular f is also an isomorphism. 
2.3. COROLLARY. There exists a one-one correspondence between the set of 
all fractional ideals of R and those of R*, such that two fractional ideals A and B 
of R are isomorphic if and only if the corresponding fractional ideals of R* are 
isomorphic. 
In other words, the further OR R* is faithful on simple objects of M9. . 
Remark. If A is any R-module of rank one, then a(A) can be defined as 
equal to e(B) where B is a fractional ideal isomorphic to A. This is well- 
defined and V(A) = u(B) f or any two rank one R-modules if and only if 
A E B. This remark will be used more often from now on. 
3. COMPLETELY DECOMPOSABLE MODULES 
Using Azumaya’s theorem (see [ 1, Theorem 1, page 1191) we shall prove 
the Krull-Schmidt theorem for torsion-free modules. 
3.1. LEMMA. If A is an R-module of rank one, then the ring of R-endo- 
morphisms of A, End(A), is a valuation ring. 
Proof. Since the rank of A is one, we may assume without loss of generality 
that A is a fractional ideal. 
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Let A = {r 1 Y E K : rA C A}. Then clearly A is a ring containing R. Now 
let f E End(A); we claim f(x) = rx for some Y E K and for all x E A. It is 
enough to prove x-‘f(x) is independent of x. Let x, y E A. If xy-l E R then 
f(x) =f(xy-ly) = my-‘f(y) which implies X-~(X) = y-‘f(y). Similarly in 
the other case also it follows that &f(x) only depends on f. 
Thus every endomorphism on A is actually a homothety with reference 
to a suitable Y in K. This shows End(A) E A. But A is a ring containing R 
and contained in K. Hence it is a valuation ring. 
3.2. THEOREM. Let M = &, Ai and N = ojeJ Bj be torsion-free 
R-modules with Rank(A,) = Rank(BJ = 1. Then M s N if and only if there 
exists a bijection 0 : I+ ] such that A, g Bsci) . 
Proof. If the latter condition is satisfied, then clearly M s N. Conversely 
let f : M+ N be a given isomorphism. Then M = &,f(B$). Hence M 
has two direct sum decompositions in terms of modules which are inde- 
composable because they have rank one. Furthermore, by the lemma above 
the endomorphism ring of each direct summand is a quasi-local ring. Thus 
all the hypotheses for Azumaya’s theorem are satisfied. Hence we have a 
bijection 6’ : I- / such that 
4 =f (B& = Be(i) . 
3.3. THEOREM. The Ku&Schmidt theorem holds in MR* . 
Proof. By 3.2, it is enough to show that every object in gs* is completely 
decomposable. But this is true (see [5, page 2521, or [7, page 338, 
Theorem 121). 
4. JORDAN-HOLDER THEOREM 
4.1. DEFINITION. Let ME A& . M is said to have a composition series, 
whenever there exists a chain M = M,, 1 Ml 1 M, 1 ... Mn = (0) such that 
M,-,/M, E i& and has rank one for i = l,..., n. 
4.2. LEMMA. Every object in I& has a composition series. 
Proof. Suppose ME & , Rank(M) = n, and {a, ,..., a,} is a set of 
linearly independent elements in M. Let Mi be the pure submodule of M 
generated by {a, ,..., a,-,}. Therefore Rank(MJ = n - i and M,, = M, 
whereas M, = (0). The chain M = MO 3 Ml 2 ... Mn = (0) is clearly a 
composition series. 
4.3. LEMMA. Rank,(M) = Rank&M*) for ME MR . 
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Proof. 
Rank,*(M*) = Dim,*((M OR R*) OR* K*) (I) 
and 
Rank,(M) = Dim,(M OR K) VI) 
IfM@,K=@,KthenDim,(M@,K)=1 Jjandif(M@,R*)@,,K*= 
@, K* then Dim,*((M @ R*) ORI K*) = 1 I I. 
Now (M OR R*) OR* K* gg M OR (R* OR* K*) g M OR (K & K*) s 
(MO,K)O,K*r(OrK)OxK*~O,K*.HenceII(=(JI. 
4.4. DEFINITION. Let M and NE MR . M and N are almost-isomorphic 
whenever (a) they have the same rank and (b) there exist composition series 
and 7c E S, , such that Miel/M, G N,,(i--l)/Nnti--l)+l . Notation: M N N. 
If M and N are isomorphic, then clearly they are almost-isomorphic. 
The definition is justified by the following: 
4.5. THEOREM. M ~NifandonlyifM@,R*~NQO,R*. 
Proof. Assume that 
M=M,3M13...3Mm=(0) and N=N,3N,r,..-INN,=(O) 
are composition series for M and N respectively. 
Let Pi = M,/n/r,+, be the composition factors of M corresponding to the 
given composition series. Similarly let Qj = Nj/Nj+r be the composition 
factors of N. We want to show MN N if and only if (1) m = n and for 
every Pi there exists an isomorphic Qj and vice-versa. 
The class of flat modules over a Bezout domain is the same as the class of 
torsion-free modules (see [2, page 29, Proposition 3(ii)]). Also if M is R-flat 
and N is R*-flat then M OR N is R*-flat (see [2, page 34, Proposition 81). In 
particular R and R* are Bezout domains and R* is a (R-R*) module, 
which is R-flat. Hence if M is R torsion-free then M @ R* is R* torsion-free 
and dually if N is a pure R-submodule of M, then N @ R* is A*-pure in 
M@R*. 
Now applying the functor @ R* to the composition series for M and N, 
we have the following two composition series 
M* = MO* 3 Ml* 3 M,* 3 ... MM* = (0), 
N” = No*>N,*>N,*> ..-N,* = (0). 
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Let Pi* and Qj* be the composition factors for these series. Then clearly 
Pi* z Pi @ R* and Qj* g Qi @ R*. 
But every exact sequence in BR* splits (see [5, page 254, Theorem 3 or 
7, page 338, Theorem 131). Thus we have M* s @ Pi* and N* s Qj*. 
Now M* g N* if and only if (1) m = n and (ii) there exists a permutation 
r on n elements such that Pi* s Qzti, , (Theorem 3.2). But by Corollary 2.3, 
@ R* is faithful on simple objects of & . Consequently P,* z Qzci, if and 
only if P, g ,Oti) . 
Thus M N N if and only if M @ R* s N @ R*. 
Remark. The method of proof indicates that if M N N, then the composi- 
tion factors of any composition series of M are in one-one correspondence 
with the composition factors of any other composition series of N, such 
that the corresponding composition factors are isomorphic. In particular any 
two composition series of M, have isomorphic composition factors. Hence 
4.6. COROLLARY. The Jordan-Hiilder theorem is true for objects in & . 
Now we form the semigroup ring Z[I(R)]. The ring operations are defined 
as usual, by componentwise addition and convolution multiplication. Then 
it is a commutative domain. 
4.7. THEOREM. Let R be a valuation ring and iI& be the category of torsion- 
free modules of $nite rank over R. Then the Grothendieck group of i& , Gr(R) - 
is isomorphic to Z[I(R)], the integral semigroupring over I(R). 
Proof. If C is any category in which all objects have finite composition 
length and the Jordan-Holder theorem holds, then Gr(C) is the free abelian 
group on the isomorphism types of simple objects.(S& [IO, Theorem 1.7, 
page 681). But 4, the set of isomorphism types of simple objects of MR 
(fractional ideals of R) are in a natural way isomorphic to l(R) (Lemma 2.2). 
Hence Gr(R) s Z[I(R)] and the theorem is proved. - 
Remark 1. If v : & + Z[I(R)] is the Grothendieck map then clearly 
from the proof, v is the free extension of the map v (in Lemma 2.2). But v 
carries the tensor product on simple objects, to the addition on the monoid 
I(R). Hence v carries the tensor product to the (convolution) multiplication 
on the ring Z[I(R)], which is induced by the addition on I(R). Thus 
v(M @ N) = v(M) * v(N) and 9) is also multiplicative. 
Remark 2. Now p(M) = v(N) if and only if there exists exact sequences 
O+A,-+A,+A,-+O and O-tB,+B,+B,-+O in aR such that 
M 0 A, @ A, @ B, is isomorphic to N@ B, @ B3@ A,. (See [lo, 
Theorem 1.11, page 741). Now by applying the functor @ R*, we have 
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M” @ A,* @A,* @ Bz” E N* @ B,* @B,* @ A,* in A&. By Theo- 
rem 3.3, the Krull-Schmidt theorem holds in A& and also every exact 
sequence splits. So we have B,* z B,* @B,* and A,* g A,* @ A,* 
consequently A,* @ A,* @ B,* g B,* @ B,* @ A,*. By the Krull- 
Schmidt theorem, we have M* E N*. 
But M* z N* if and only if M N N (Theorem 4.5), so that v(M) = p(N) 
implies M - N. But the converse is clear and so MN N if and only if 
VW> = v(N). 
Using this we can see a variant of Kaplansky’s test problems (see [8] for 
a new formulation) have an affirmative solution. 
4.9. COROLLARY. Let M, N, L E &IR and suppose one of the following holds: 
(a) MOM-NON, (b) M@L-NOL, 
(c) MC&M-N&N, (d) M&L-N&L. 
Then M - N. 
Proof. In all cases, we have v(M) = v(N) and then M-N by the 
remark above. 
Remark 1. It seems unlikely that the test problems in the original sense 
have affirmative solution. 
Remark 2. There exist indecomposable R-modules of rank two, when R 
is not a maximal valuation ring (see [4]). Let M be such an R-module; we 
may put M* = A* @B* where A *, B* are rank one R*-modules by 
Kaplansky’s theorem (see [7, page 338, Theorem 121). Let A and B be rank 
one R-modules such that A OR R* z A* and B OR R* g B*. Then 
MN A @ B = N, but M cannot be isomorphic to N. 
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